1. Determine position on wall. Using a level, measure up required distance from the floor, and strike a line.

2. Based on position, pre-drill necessary holes on the track; if needed, cut aluminum track and plastic cover to length.

3. Position track so that the bottom edge is on the line.

4. Secure track to the wall with suitable anchors and proper fasteners, recommended for the type of wall.

   NOTE: If track is to be installed end to end, proceed to end to end installation instructions below.

5. Install plastic end caps in each end and fasten with Phillips head screw before snapping plastic cover into place.

6. Position plastic cover onto track and snap into position.

For End To End Track Installation:

- Install ends caps on outside ends of track.

   NOTE: For optimum performance, stagger aluminum track seams and plastic cover plate seams.

When installing the plastic cover, overlap the track seam with the cover. (For example: Two 6’ sections of track are installed on the wall. Using one 6’ piece and two 3’ pieces, install a 3’ section first, then the 6’ section. Finishing with the 3’ section.)